The Minor Degree consists of 18 credit hours (3 hrs required WSTD 220 and 15 hrs designated electives from two different departments)

Fall 2015

WSTD 220GS, Women's & Gender Studies (Lewis)

WSTD 420, Senior Seminar Women's Studies (staff)

WSTD 499, Special Topics in Women's Studies (staff)

BIOL 215GS, Human Physiology (Panaitof, S)

CJUS 315, Victimology: Victims of Crime (Pilnick, Lauren; on-line)

CJUS 360, Sex Crimes (Wiersma)

CJUS 380GS, Minorities and Criminal Justice (Smith, Gary; on-line)

ENG 217, Beginning Poetry Writing (Fernandez, Robert)

ENG 253, Intro Lit: Non-Western (Van Renen)

ENG 419, Advanced Poetry Writing (with pre-req) (Fernandez)

ENG 425, Children’s Literature (Beissel Heath)

FSID 151GS, Human Sexual Behavior (Moore et al., 5 sections – 3 on-line)

HIST 421, Women in America (Van Ingen)

JMC 460, Mass Media & Society (Hogg; on-line; pending approval)

PSY 374, Psychology of Gender (Strainwacles, Megan)

SOC 369, Sociology of Gender (with pre-req) (Loughrin)

SOC 430, Sociology of Family (with pre-req) (Maughan)

SOWK 170GS, Introduction to Social Welfare (Sogar, C; Gage L)

SOWK 410, Social Policy & Programs (Young, James)

SOWK 420, Diversity and Social Justice (VanLangingham)